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We present a decompositional analysis of four intonational contours for
declarative phrases in French. We follow [5]’s proposal to interpret speech acts
by developments of spaces of commitments assigned to the discourse partici-
pants. Within that framework expectations arise whenever the speaker proposes
to the addressee to commit herself to the truth of a proposition φ. For asser-
tions this meaning component has been stressed by [4]: when asserting φ the
speaker commits himself to its truth but also proposes to the hearer to accept
φ as well and henceforth to treat it as part of their (shared) common ground
(CG). The expectation then is, that the hearer reacts to this latter proposal
either by (explicit or implicit) confirmation, by rejection or by indication of the
need for further discussion. We show that the four intonational contours of
French declaratives carry meaning components that trigger such expectations
directly and/or indirectly by their interaction with commitments made earlier
in the discourse by means of general principles of consistency maintenance.

The following table gives our analysis of the four French contours. The
analysis is based on a corpus study ([8]) and experimental data ([7]). φ is the
proposition uttered by speaker S to hearer H.

contour meaning components

L*L% (i) S commits himself to the content of φ
(ii) S proposes to H to accept φ as part of the CG

H*L% (i) the precondition that H is committed to ¬φ
(ii) S thinks that H should know φ
(iii) S commits himself to φ
(iv) S proposes to H to accept φ as part of the CG

H*H% (i) S proposes to H to commit himself to either φ or ¬φ

H+L*H% (i) the precondition that H is committed to φ
(ii) S is commited to ¬φ
(iii) S proposes to H to commit himself to either φ or ¬φ

The expectations thus are for L*L% and H*L%, that H adds φ to the CG,
for H*H%, that H knows whether φ or ¬φ and will commit himself to one of
them, and for H+L*H%, that H either revises his earlier commitment to φ, or
further justifies this commitment (eventually by reinterpreting or specifying his
previously made assertions).

∗We thank one of the reviewers for his very helpful comments wrt. consistency maintenance.
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Consider the declarative in (1b). Its content q contradicts the assertion p
made by L1 in (1a) (with contour L*L%). It has been stressed by several authors
(viz., e.g., [6]) that disagreement should be made explicit, whereas undenied
commitments persist in dialogue. So, if L2 is to reject p she should make this
explicit with a preceding ”no” if she wants to use L*L% for (1b). Another means
to mark the rejection, and hence to react negatively on the expectation to add p
to the CG, is to produce (1b) with a rising-falling contour (H*L%) (implication
contour in [3]). In both cases, ”no” + (1b) with L*L% and (1b) with H*L%
L2 proposes to L1 to add q to the CG and henceforth that L1 should revise his
earlier commitment to p. At this point L1 is forced to indicate if he accepts p
or not. For if he doesn’t, he would, by persistence of undenied commitments,
remain with a set of contradicting commitments. The simple agreement in (1c′)
is, however, not enough, because it is nothing else than an assertion of the fact
that q, and no explicit rejection of L1’s earlier commitment to p. So, (1c) is the
appropriate answer in this case, because it explicitly rejects p by making public
the revisions in L1’s commitment set. With negative answers (like (1d), (1d′)
or (1d′′)) the situation is different, because L1 rejects L2’s proposal and leaves
it to L2 to revise or insist.

(1) a. L1: Dans cette ville, il n’y a de restaurants que pour les carnivores. L*L%
In this town, there are restaurants only for carnivores.

b. L2: Il y a un restaurant végétarien H*L% but #(H*H% or H+L*H%), ??(L*L%)
There is a vegetarian restaurant.

c. L1: Oui, tu as raison, je l’avais oublié. c′. #Oui
Yes, you’re right, I have forgotten.

d. L1: Non, il a fermé le mois dernier. d′′. Non. Il n’y en a pas. d′. Non
No, it closed down last month. No, there isn’t.

Note that the requesting interpretation of (1b) with the rise H*H% ignores
the contradiction between p and q,1 and L2 requests for some information that
she has just been told (because p implies q). And to interpret the question as
exam-question is equally implausible for the very same reason. As for H+L*H%
with (1b), it is inappropriate, because its precondition, i.e. that L1 is committed
to q, contradicts p, and cannot, therefore be justified in the context of (1a).

(2) a. L1: Dans cette ville, il n’y a de restaurants que pour les carnivores. L*L%
In this town, there are restaurants only for carnivores.

b. L2: Il n’y a pas de restaurant végétarien H+L*H%, H*H% or L*L% but #(H*L%)
There is no vegetarian restaurant.

c. L1: Si, il y en a, mais de très mauvaises qualité.
Yes, there are, but they are very bad.

c′. L1: Non, il n’y en a pas. c′′ C’est curieux, mais non.
No, there aren’t. It is strange, but no.

As for (2), (2b) is felicitous with H+L*H%, because its precondition, that
L1 is committed to (2.b)’s propositional content, r, is clearly justified in the
context of (2a). But the contour also conveys that L2 suspends p and commits
herself to ¬r: so, L1 is supposed to react to this dilemma and to specify how

1Here we differ from [2] and [1] who propose what they call a “defective” context for all
non-falling contours.
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the CG should be updated, with r or with ¬r. In the former case L1 must
assert r again with (2c′), or even refer to L2’s doubt with (2c′′). In the latter
case he must further justify his earlier commitment to p by explaining how
to maintain consistency. In (2c) consistency is maintained by specifying the
intended meaning of his earlier utterance: it is not restaurants in general that
he has been talking about but restaurants that are good enough for him to eat
at. (2b) is also felicitous with H*H% which requests whether r or ¬r is true.
In this case, the meaning of the contour conveys no commitment by L2 but
only the expectation that L1 publicly commits himself to r or ¬r. So, L1 is
confronted with the same options as before. With L*L%, (2b) expresses that
L2 is commited to r and proposes it as CG. This is consistent with p. Finally,
(2b) is infelicitous with H*L% because its precondition, i.e. that L1 is commited
to ¬r, is not met in the context of (2a).
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